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We live in exciting times with business and society embracing

Virtualization and Cloud Computing

work and lifestyles that are enhanced and enabled through

Organizations are rapidly adopting virtualization and cloud

access to networks at home, at work and while on the move.

computing technologies in order to scale their infrastructure on

People and organizations are increasingly reliant upon the

demand, drive increased resource utilization, and consolidate

information that traverses global communications networks —

physical infrastructure, all while striving to reduce CAPEX and

from social text messages to trading transactions, from medical

OPEX costs. Applications and computing resources that were

health records to lectures delivered by video and from global

formerly stationary in a physical network environment now move

backbones to residential wireless networks.

dynamically between servers or data centers through automated
requests or resource-balancing decisions in the virtualized

Driving Forces Affecting Network Infrastructure

world. While the potential benefits of efficiency and flexibility are

Virtualization, cloud computing, mobility and big data are

substantial, new challenges are created for the IT organization

significant forces that are fundamentally reshaping the way

charged with managing the transition from a static, physical

people live and communicate over IP networks in the growing

architecture to a dynamic, virtual architecture.

“connected-world.” As these forces combine to drive significant
IT innovation, they also create major challenges in how

Mobility

enterprises and service providers design, operate and manage

The rapid increase in the reach and performance of mobile

their networks. As a result, organizations require enhanced

access networks – ranging from wireless local area networks

visibility and control of their networks through the efficient

to regional, national and global cellular networks – has set

collection and analysis of network traffic flows without causing a

expectations of high-quality, “always on” and “anywhere”

degradation of network performance or reliability.

connectivity. Enterprises are looking for ways to improve the
productivity of their increasingly mobile workforce by providing
enhanced access to their network and workplace applications
regardless of the physical location of their workers while
maintaining control over valuable corporate data in accordance
with corporate policies. In parallel, service providers are
seeking to balance access demands with the significant capital
investment required to deliver their services while attempting to
monetize new service offerings and improve the satisfaction and

Figure 1: Driving Forces Affecting Networks

retention rates of their customers.
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Big Data

Managing Increased Network Traffic Volumes

Big Data is a significant concern faced by many IT organizations.

With the significant growth in network traffic and increased user

It is not just the volume of data that is the challenge, but also

demand for access to more bandwidth intensive and latency-

the velocity of data, the variety of data and the complexity

sensitive applications, services and information, enterprises and

of data created and required by the business. The volume of

service providers are being forced to upgrade their networks to

communications traffic generated, transmitted and consumed is

improve the performance of, visibility into and control of their

growing rapidly. According to IDC Research:

networks. Enterprises are upgrading their networks from 1Gb
to 10Gb today and looking to move from 10Gb to 40Gb or even

		The volume of digital information created and replicated

100Gb in the future. At the same time, service providers are

		 will grow from 1.8 trillion gigabytes in 2011 to

facing intense competitive pressure to make capital investments

i

		 7.9 trillion gigabytes in 2015.

to ensure their regional, national or global networking
infrastructure can handle the volume and distribution of traffic

In addition, the adoption of internet-connected devices in home

required to deliver the services demanded by their subscribers.

and personal lives is driving a growing array of web-enabled
applications, social media, and latency-sensitive, bandwidth-

As network traffic increases, the existing suite of management,

intensive “rich media” experiences and expectations. The wide

analysis and security tools deployed by infrastructure owners

range of devices in conjunction with big data is generating

can quickly become oversubscribed if they receive a large

demand for more robust network infrastructure around the

volume of irrelevant network traffic that leads to dropped

world. Owners of network infrastructure are increasingly

packets and the potential loss of critical information and

challenged to maintain, analyze, improve and secure the

associated management implications. In order for these tools

performance and reliability of networks as they scale.

and applications to remain useful amid increasing data volumes
on the production network, enterprises and service providers

Challenges Facing Network Owners

must find a way to intelligently select, sort and direct the

Together, virtualization, cloud computing, mobility and big data

relevant traffic flows to the appropriate tools.

are powerful forces that are not only driving opportunities to
improve business, but also creating and extenuating significant

Maintaining Infrastructure Security and Compliance

challenges in how organizations manage, analyze and secure

Organizations today are focused on IT security threats as the

their networks. These challenges include:

frequency and severity of attacks continue to rise. Hackers
and malicious insiders have become more organized and

• Managing increased network traffic volumes

motivated for financial gain, leading to the use of new advanced

• Maintaining infrastructure security and compliance

attack techniques for the theft of valuable data. Many large

• Addressing the proliferation of connected devices

organizations have recently been the victims of highly publicized,

• Embracing the consumerization of IT

sophisticated attacks that have resulted in costly data breaches

• Adopting cloud-based IT

and reputational harm.
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The regulatory landscape continues to evolve for enterprises

Embracing the Consumerization of IT

and service providers requiring them to adhere to strict design,

Enterprise employees are accessing corporate networks and

implementation, documentation, analysis, data protection,

applications in ways that have diminished the IT organization’s

reporting standards and controls. Privacy and regulatory

control over the devices, applications and services interacting

compliance plays a major role in many industries. Regulations

on the network. Devices that were once purchased and

like the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), Health Insurance Portability

deployed by IT are now provisioned, owned and managed by

and Accountability Act (HIPAA), electronic Protected Health

the employee. Employees adopting technology for personal use

Information (ePHI), and Payment Card Industry Data Security

and extending that use to the enterprise is often referred to as

Standard (PCI DSS) are driving the way industries operate.

the “consumerization of IT.” Gartner predicts that by 2014, 90%

These requirements affect how organizations choose to invest in

of organizations will support enterprise applications on personal

systems that help manage, analyze, and secure their networks.

devices.iv With reducing control over the devices, applications,

As a result, investments in security and compliance initiatives

services, and sometimes vendors, IT organizations need an

are a top priority. According to Gartner Research:

alternative strategy to manage network operations in order to
analyze performance and maintain the security and compliance

		 By 2014 70% of IT risk and security officers in the

of the network. In this evolving landscape, increased visibility

		 Global 2000 will be required to report at least annually

into the network traffic between applications and devices is

		 to their board of directors on the state of IT security 		

becoming more critical for the IT organization.

ii

		 within their organization.

Addressing the Proliferation of Connected Devices
Mobile users are increasingly accessing networks from multiple
devices, such as laptops, tablets and smartphones from both
within and outside physical enterprise network perimeters
through wireless networks. In fact by 2015, it is predicted that
mobile internet usage will overtake desktop internet usage.iii
Enterprises and service providers are seeking new approaches
to gain visibility into the traffic destined for these different
devices as a first step to enable the optimization of service
delivery depending upon the type of device and user activity.
Understanding device capabilities permits accurate profiling
and tuning of traffic flows to maximize network efficiency in a
variety of ways. For example, service providers can establish
priority for latency-sensitive or bandwidth-intensive applications
like video over latency-tolerant applications sharing the same
communications path. As a result, enterprises and service
providers must invest in enhancing the intelligence of the

Adopting Cloud-based IT
An increasing number of organizations are replacing traditional
on-premise infrastructure and applications with a variety
of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) technologies in
order to decrease the upfront cost and time associated with
traditional implementations. With these types of cloud-based
technologies, IT departments work to integrate their existing
internal environment with the cloud infrastructure of third-party
providers. These changes can amplify security or network
reliability risks as more corporate data is managed by third
parties on increasingly dynamic network infrastructure.
Although the IT organization may sanction these cloud-based
technologies and applications, they must still actively manage
and analyze the traffic flows for performance issues, access
rights and potential data vulnerabilities. Enterprises and service
providers are struggling over how best to manage, analyze and
secure their increasingly dynamic network environments.

visibility into and control over network traffic in order to improve
the productivity and efficiency of their production networks.
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Legacy Approaches for Traffic Visibility

DLP
Internet
Repurposed
Ethernet Switch

In response to these driving forces and challenges,
organizations are seeking to improve visibility and control of their
networks through the efficient collection and analysis of traffic
without adversely impacting network performance or reliability.

Routers

However, the process of capturing and analyzing network traffic

Extensive TAP
Deployment

DLP

is complex. It not only requires the extraction of the traffic, but
also the classification to determine appropriate priority of the
traffic and delivery to the relevant tool or tools for analysis. IT
alternative approaches to address these requirements. Legacy
approaches have been:

APM
APM
APM

Distribution
Switches

NPM

• Tool Proliferation

DLP

Core
Switches
Limited Intelligence
Mirror Ports

Tool
Proliferation

organizations have historically had access to a limited range of

NPM

IDS

• Repurposed Ethernet Switches

APM

NPM

• Limited Intelligence Mirror Ports

DLP

• Extensive TAP Deployment

Tool Proliferation
Infrastructure owners typically deploy management, analysis,

Edge Switches

L E G E N D

security and compliance tools to ensure the performance,
DLP

reliability and integrity of expanding network infrastructure.
Examples of these tools include:

Tools and systems that help network owners
manage, analyze, and secure their network.

APM

Application Performance Management

Data Loss Prevention

IDS

Intrusion Detection Systems

Mirror Port

Direct Tool Connection

NPM

Network Performance Management
Network TAP

Local Area Network Connection

Figure 2: Legacy Approaches to Traffic Visibility

• Application Performance Management (APM)
• Network Performance Management (NPM)

Repurposed Ethernet Switches

• Customer Experience Management (CEM)

Organizations can establish a separate layer of infrastructure

• Intrusion Detection and Protection Systems (IDS / IPS)

using repurposed additional Ethernet switch devices to

• Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

supplement the core production network and deliver traffic to

• Security information and event management

various tools. However, as Ethernet switches are not specifically

• Firewalls and web security devices

designed to intelligently select and modify network traffic, the

• Data recording devices

configuration of the switches is very complex, resource intensive
to maintain, and fundamentally static in nature. Any change to the

As networks scale, IT organizations often respond by deploying

underlying network topology or the traffic flow across the network

multiple editions of the same tool or their proxies, all in an effort

requires challenging and highly complex changes to be made to

to provide comprehensive network coverage. However, this

the configuration of these Ethernet switches. Furthermore, this

approach increases capital expense, infrastructure complexity

approach does not offer the flexibility to easily or dynamically

and management challenges.

accommodate new tools or new applications.
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Limited Intelligence Mirror Ports

Drawbacks of Legacy Approaches

Organizations often utilize mirror ports to duplicate a subset of

These approaches fail to address the visibility challenges faced

network traffic traversing a particular Ethernet switch and

by network owners. Drawbacks include:

forward it to specific tools. Although industry standard Ethernet
switches typically include mirror ports, these ports are not

• Limited Visibility and Control: Does not typically deliver 		

designed to intelligently select specific traffic for capture,

		 pervasive visibility into, and centralized control over, network

duplication or forwarding, and have limited capacity to handle

		traffic flows.

high traffic volumes.
• Inflexible Management: Creates significant operational
Traffic selection criteria beyond very simplistic requirements

		 complexity and limits network flexibility to respond to

immediately places additional burden on the processing capacity

		 dynamic change resulting in increased capital and

of the switch itself resulting in either an impact to the flow of

		 operating expense, infrastructure complexity and

production network traffic through the switch, failure of the mirror

		management challenges.

port to select and forward all the traffic, or both.
• Inability to Scale: Unable to operate at the same speed
As the process to modify the traffic selection criteria of a mirror

		 as the network connection and struggle to provide pervasive

port typically involves a reconfiguration of the production

		 visibility as the network scales from 1Gb to 10Gb to 40Gb

network, the change can only occur during scheduled

		and beyond.

maintenance windows. With the drive to maintain 99.999%
uptime, maintenance windows are normally short and infrequent

• Increased Complexity and Cost: Increases the number

(potentially monthly) which causes a notable delay before the

		 and limits the utilization of tools required to pervasively

configuration change can be made.

		 cover a network, resulting in an increase in CAPEX and
		OPEX expenditures.

Extensive TAP Deployment
An alternative to the mirror port is the network Test Access

• Unreliability and Uncertainty: Is not purpose built to

Point, or TAP, which are deployed inline of the traffic flow in the

		 improve network performance or maintain stability of the

production network and are designed to create a replica of all

		 network or the monitoring, analysis and security functions.

network traffic passing that point. However, TAPs are primarily
passive devices that have significant limitations in that they lack

Given the performance limitations, cost and complexity of

the intelligence to filter traffic and instead oversubscribe analysis

legacy approaches, enterprises and service providers struggle

and management tools with superfluous information.

to scale and ensure the performance, reliability and integrity of
their network infrastructure. Without the ability to analyze traffic
packet contents, prioritize latency-sensitive data, and intelligently
direct individual traffic packets to the relevant tools, the legacy
approaches fail to meet the visibility requirements of the
IT organization.
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Need for a Comprehensive Visibility Solution

Production Network

A fundamentally new approach to traffic visibility is needed
Internet

to address the demand for increased efficiency and network
performance, and improved quality and breadth of service
offerings. Results of an independent survey of IT managers,
[including network administrators through to CIOs], conducted

Routers

by the Enterprise Strategy Group highlight a variety of drivers
that both identify the shortcomings of current alternatives and
substantiate the need for a new approach. (See Figure 3.)

Traffic Visibility Fabric™

APM

Core
Switches

DLP

IDS

NPM

Distribution
Switches
Mapping

Edge Switches

Figure 3: Enterprise Strategy Group Study
Organizations incur significant expenses in acquiring and
maintaining tools that monitor, analyze and secure their
networks. A solution is needed which can optimize the efficiency

L E G E N D

DLP

Tools and systems that help network owners
manage, analyze, and secure their network.

APM

Application Performance Management

Data Loss Prevention

IDS

Intrusion Detection Systems

Gigamon Network TAP

Mirror Port

NPM

Network Performance Management
Network TAP

Direct Tool Connection

Local Area Network Connection

Figure 4: A New Approach – The Traffic Visibility Fabric

and performance of these tools by delivering pervasive visibility
and control over network traffic. With millions of traffic flows,

A Visibility Fabric Architecture

thousands of events and hundreds of changes occurring

The Visibility Fabric™ architecture is an innovative solution

within the infrastructure on a daily basis, visibility needs to be

that delivers pervasive and dynamic visibility of network

pervasive, it needs to intelligent, and it needs to be dynamic.

traffic traversing communication networks. The Visibility

It needs to be able to understand the criticality and priority of

Fabric architecture consists of distributed network

traffic—one flow over another, one application over another,

appliances that provide an advanced level of filtering

one packet over another. It needs to recognize when specific

intelligence, including traffic forwarding, manipulation,

traffic is significant to more than just one management system.

modification and de-duplication.

It needs to be able to see across the boundary of physical and
virtual and into the cloud providing the clarity needed to secure,

IT organizations can forward traffic from network infrastructure

maintain and support both physical and virtualized services

to management, analysis and security tools in a manner that is

and applications.

optimized for the specific use or location.
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At the heart of the Visibility Fabric architecture is the patented

Rapid Response to Dynamic Change

Flow Mapping technology that identifies and directs incoming

The Visibility Fabric architecture significantly improves network

traffic to single or multiple tools based on user-defined rules

flexibility by enabling static tools to connect to dynamic,

implemented from a centralized management console. Not only

virtualized applications, machines and infrastructure, so

can the Visibility Fabric architecture enable access to traffic but

users can efficiently and securely address their business

it can also provide enhanced capabilities to modify packets to

needs. The fabric is designed to have full interoperability with

hide confidential information, add timing information, remove

a broad range of tools, allowing IT organizations maximum

duplicate data and strip out extraneous headers. The fabric helps

architectural flexibility in the design and augmentation

organizations ensure the reliability, performance and security

of their infrastructure.

®

of their network infrastructure; minimize capital investment in
analysis, management and security tools; and realize greater
value from the existing tools that are deployed throughout their
networks.

Scalable, High-Throughput Capacity
The Visibility Fabric architecture provides visibility and traffic
filtering without impeding the speed of traffic being delivered
to analysis or management tools. At the high end of the

The Visibility Fabric architecture can be optimized for a range
of scale and performance requirements from 1Gb appliances to
2.4Tb chassis-based solutions. The GigaVUE family of fabric
®

nodes are modular and extensible and can be deployed on
networks of any size and scale, expanding and growing in parallel
with the network. The key benefits include:

GigaVUE family of fabric nodes are the modular chassis
products that deliver 2.4 terabytes of capacity enabling
the fabric to expand to networks of significant scale and
performance.

Improved Network Efficiency and Economy
The Visibility Fabric architecture improves the longevity and
associated return on investment of existing management and

• Pervasive Visibility and Control
• Rapid Response to Dynamic Change
• Scalable, High Throughput Capacity
• Improved Network Efficiency and Economy
• Enhanced Network Reliability
• Ease of Deployment and Use

Pervasive Visibility and Control
The Visibility Fabric architecture inspects and intelligently filters
data packets from concurrent traffic streams in accordance with
a set of user-defined criteria before delivery to management,
analysis and security tools. This provides IT organizations
with pervasive visibility and intelligent control over how traffic
flows from the network to the tools and what modification
or transformation of the traffic is required to improve the
performance of the management, analysis or security tool.

analysis tools by both removing the tool’s need to examine all
network traffic and also increasing the tool’s visibility reach.
Given the advanced level of network intelligence provided, the
decision to purchase more tools or upgrade older versions to
accommodate network growth can be deferred,
if not avoided.
Once deployed, the fabric does not require continuous on-site
access and maintenance making it suitable for deployment
in “dark” data centers that have minimal, if any, manpower
requirements. Taken together, Gigamon reduces fixed
and operating costs by decreasing the necessary outlays
associated with new or more advanced tools, limiting the
infrastructure footprints in space-constrained data centers,
and curtailing the number of staff required for monitoring and
maintaining the network.
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Enhanced Network Reliability

About Gigamon

The Visibility Fabric architecture reduces the need for tools to

Gigamon provides an intelligent Traffic Visibility Fabric for

process irrelevant traffic, which in turn can help eliminate the

enterprises, data centers and service providers around the

issue of dropped packets and compromised analysis. This can

globe. Our technology empowers infrastructure architects,

increase the reliability of these tools and of the critical business

managers and operators with pervasive visibility and control

processes running on the production network. In addition,

of traffic across both physical and virtual environments

because this can be deployed “out of band,” modifications to the

without affecting the performance or stability of the production

configuration of the fabric do not require network downtime while

network. Through patented technologies and centralized

changes are implemented.

management, the Gigamon GigaVUE portfolio of high
availability and high density products intelligently delivers

Ease of Deployment and Use

the appropriate network traffic to security, monitoring or

Easy to install, program and maintain, a single node or the

management systems. With over eight years’ experience

complete Visibility Fabric architecture can be controlled

designing and building traffic visibility products in the US,

remotely from a simple centralized interface, enabling users

Gigamon solutions are deployed globally across vertical

to reduce on-site management and maintenance.

markets including over half of the Fortune 100 and many

Conclusion

government and federal agencies.

The Gigamon Visibility Fabric architecture empowers network
and security architects, engineers and operators to design and

For more information about the Gigamon Visibility Fabric

deploy an intelligent infrastructure by applying user-defined

architecture visit:

“map” logic to select the appropriate, relevant and critical

www.gigamon.com

network traffic flows and deliver them to centralized security,
monitoring and management systems. This new approach can
extend the network reach of the tools to significantly improve
return on investment, allows IT organizations to more efficiently
manage and secure their network, and provides a solution that
can quickly evolve and scale as network needs change.
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